An impression of the IMAGE1 S™ 4U system can be viewed here.
It is recommended to check the suitability of the product for the intended procedure prior to use.

Optimal image chain

- KARL STORZ telescopes are compatible with all KARL STORZ camera systems - in FULL HD or 4K resolution.
- Sharpness of detail and precise display of tissue structures thanks to the well-balanced interplay between KARL STORZ telescopes and the 4K IMAGE1 S™ 4U camera platform.

Innovative technology

- Continuous improvements in the quality of KARL STORZ telescopes due to the unceasing optimization of production processes and the use of high-quality materials.
- Certifications, intended use, dimensions and product descriptions remain constant despite optimizations.
- Fine adjustment of the optical system thanks to state-of-the-art manufacturing technologies.

Services

- Benefit from the continuous advancements in products with our repair-exchange program.
- Optimize existing equipment with a tray audit for a perfectly harmonized 4K image chain.
Shaping the Future of Endoscopy with you